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—  May I present to you  Brutal Dust Albatross, Jean Genet  Sidney Goldfarb, The Cringe, Forsaken Torpedo  Forgotten Lobster, Strawberry Ranger, Maureen Owen  Moving Spear, the Wrench  Vital Scorpion, Furious Mustard,   The Grim King, Grenade Face  This is Hungry Eagle, Jupiter Dog,   Locomotive Hidden  Rock Electron, The Skilled Leather, Cheerful Messenger  Headless Electron, Old Ostrich, Vital Devil  The Persistent Oyster, Ghostly Ranger, Freaky Skunk  Forsaken Anaconda, The Boomerang                    
42 
 
































































































































































—  furtive     —     preserved     —     imagined  presence     —     fragment of     —     cochineal  what’s figured   —     piece of     —     what’s flat  round      —     triangular     —     K said   what’s color     —     what are the colors     —   what’s red  and I read     —     dust‐framed       —   colors    What Ivy does   —     walk lines      —   asyndeton    contexts    —     through wetlands    —        em dash cities        bridges     —     possessive mirrors    —   noise 
96 
 
—  grid      tentacles      doubt      for saying what’s     example      babble     m what’s     present that’s     orchestration   even   just waiting    say        that listening    keening velvet      from the       headland    nothing more orchestration   insert        letter      what bolster  carried    what’s painted    movies    are painted  hand painted    film is        what’s burrow  buried       espaliered            what’s dazed vertigo cachet and wuff      hear       which what’s     lining        intersection    angled adjacent    vanishment      coral reef    eventually  one century    another      a tentacle    coincided formaldehyde  medicine      pg. 42   what’s     the residue      another    entry history    hybridity      bridging our city  em dash city 
97 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